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Abstract The current state-of-the-art edge-preserving

decomposition techniques may not be able to fully sep-

arate textures while preserving edges. This may gener-

ate artifacts in some applications, e.g. edge detection,

texture transfer, etc. To solve this problem, a novel im-

age decomposition approach based on explicit texture

separation from large scale components of an image is

presented. We first apply a Gaussian structure-texture

decomposition, to separate the majority of textures out

of the input image. However, residual textures are still

visible around the strong edges. To remove these resid-

ual, an asymmetric sampling operator is proposed and

followed by a joint bilateral correction to remove exces-

sive blur effect. We demonstrate that our approach is

well suited for the tasks such as texture transfer, edge

detection, non-photorealistic rendering, and tone map-
ping. The results show our approach outperforms exist-

ing state-of-the-art image decomposition approaches.
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1 Introduction

Image decomposition is an important pre-processing

operation in image processing and computer graphics

applications. A series of low-pass or high-pass filters

are applied to separate the low and high-frequency in-

formation in the course of decomposition. Although the

traditional low-pass filters are suitable for noise reduc-

tion or detail separation, side effect of edge blurring

limits their applicability, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).

In recent years, edge-preserving smoothing filters

[?,?,?,?,?] have become popular thanks to their sen-

sibility w.r.t. intensity or gradient variation, and they

have been applied in lots of applications. They are able

to provide a good solution, but are limited when the

input image is highly textured. In this case, since both
edges and textures show drastic variances of intensity

among the local neighborhood, it is highly difficult to

distinguish them. As illustrated in Fig. 1(c)-(e), kinds

of residual textures appear in decomposed results. This

may generate interference in applications [?], where the

separation of textures (details) and edges is highly re-

quested, e.g. edge detection, texture transfer.

Image decomposition with both properties of edge-

preserving and texture-smoothing is important in im-

age applications. Unfortunately, so far, no solution with

both properties exists. In our opinion, applying two-

scale operation for this problem is feasible. In this pa-

per, we propose a novel image decomposition approach,

to address the above problem, which is inspired by

the total variational structure-texture decomposition

[?] and the joint bilateral filter [?], see Fig. 1(d). The

overview of our approach is shown in Fig. 2. Firstly,

we apply fast Gaussian structure-texture decomposi-

tion to separate most of the textures out from the in-

put image. Then, we propose an asymmetric sampling
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Fig. 1 Image decomposition with texture-smoothing and edge-preserving. (a) Original image. (b) Gaussian filter (radius
r=20, kernel sigma σ=5) [?]. It achieved texture-smoothing, but introduced an excessive blurring in the edges. (c) Paris’s
bilateral filter (spatial sigma σS=10, range sigma σR=0.2) [?]. The textures are still visible along strong edges. (d) Kass’s
local histogram filter (r=19, σ=20) [?]. It produced over-flat smoothing with some residual textures. (e) Subr’s local extrama
[?]. Portions of local intensity were changed and some jags appeared along the edges. (f) Our result (range sigma σR=0.005,
iteration t=3) kept the two desired properties, texture-smoothing and edge-preserving.

operator (ASO) to suppress the residual textures near

the edges. Since the joint bilateral filter has the char-

acteristic to well preserve edges, we apply it to correct

the blur effect, introduced in the previous stages. The

texture-suppressed structure image will be taken as the

reference image for the joint bilateral filter to produce

the final output.

Our main contributions are as follows.

• Propose a novel image decomposition with both prop-

erties of texture-smoothing and edge-preserving.

• Construct an explicit structure separation by ap-

plying the improved fast Gaussian structure-texture

decomposition.

• Present a residual texture suppression scheme that

includes iterative asymmetric sampling and joint bi-

lateral correction.

• Demonstrate the applicability of our approach in

several applications, achieving satisfactory perfor-

mances comparable to or outperforming the state-

of-the-art approaches.

2 Related work

Two major types of approaches are used in image de-

composition, including edge-preserving smoothing and

structure-texture decomposition. The former empha-
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Fig. 2 The pipeline of our approach. The large scale sepa-
ration is to divide an image into structure and texture com-
ponents. The residual texture suppression includes two steps,
one for the texture smoothing and the other for edge correc-
tion.

sizes on smoothing images while preserving edge tran-

sitions to avoid excessive smoothing or sharpening [?].

Their results can be applied to base-detail decompo-

sition from fine to coarse scale using either monoscale

[?,?] or multiscale forms [?,?]. Structure-texture image

decomposition approaches focus on how to decompose

an image into structure and texture components [?].

Most popular edge-preserving and structure-texture de-

composition approaches are introduced.

2.1 Edge-preserving Decomposition

Bilateral filter is a non-linear spatial filter which is first

presented by [?]. Because of its characteristic of edge

preserving, it is quite appropriate to base-detail decom-

position. However, some drawbacks exist in the naive

bilateral filter, so a variety of improvements or exten-
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Fig. 3 Results of TV-L2 (a), TV-H−1 (b), and TV-Gabor (c) with smoothing factor λ = 5 and iterations times t = 50 [?]. (d)
is bilateral decomposition [?]. (e) and (f) are results of Gaussian structure-texture decomposition (GSTD) with σ = 2.5 and
σ = 5, respectively [?]. The left image is structure component and the right one is texture component in each sub-image. The
TV-based decomposition still contains several residual structures in the texture component and presents an excessive blurring
of the edges. Bilateral filter-based decomposition shows difficulties to fully separate the structure and texture components.
The GSTD fully separates the texture without excessive blurring of the edges.

sions are proposed. For example, some effective accel-

erating schemes (e.g. bilateral grid) are proposed in

[?,?,?], overcoming the halo artifacts. A bilateral-based

two-scale non-linear decomposition is proposed for tone

management in [?], and a basic multiscale decomposi-

tion and its fast form are proposed for shape and detail

enhancement in [?]. Trilateral filter [?] is an extension

to improve the performance of bilateral filter in the high

gradient regions, and is an accelerating implementation

which emphasizes on the spatially varying filtering [?]

is developed.

Optimization-based filter is a typical edge-preserving

smoothing approach. An edge-preserving multiscale de-

composition is presented in [?], based on the weighted

least squares optimization. Subsequently, an oscillatory

model of texture region is considered to remove image

details by identifying and fitting envelopes to local ex-

treme intensities in [?]. A diffusion map with diffusion

distance is introduced to replace Euclidean distances

in [?]. The edge-preserving smoothing problem is first

formulated in a variational framework to derive a 2D

version of the screened Poisson equation in [?]. And

some gradient-domain filters are applied to build the

solution framework [?,?] to process images and video

streams in a coherent manner. On the basis of the local

linear model, an explicit filter with a guided image is

presented in [?], which provides the form similar with

joint bilateral filter but overcomes the gradient reversal

problem [?].

2.2 Structure-texture Decomposition

Structure-texture decomposition focuses on the separa-

tion of the structure components and the texture com-

ponents. Some successful approaches are presented, solv-

ing nonlinear partial-differential equations associated

with the minimization of an energy composed of some

norms of the gradient [?]. A classical TV-L2 model (also

called ROF model) based on total variance regulariza-

tion is presented in [?]. It decomposes an image into

structure components belonging to bounded variation

(BV ) space and texture components in L2 norm. An

L1 norm is taken to replace the L2 norm in the ROF

model to avoid eroding structures [?,?].

As pointed out in [?], TV-L2 and TV-L1 are not

suitable to describe the texture components. To solve

this problem, a TV-G model is suggested [?] that con-

siders the textures in the Banach space, and some nu-

merical computations are presented in [?] for typical

image G space. Inspired by ROF model [?] and the

OSV model with H−1 norm [?], a TV-Hilbert model in

the Hilbert space H is presented in [?]. By choosing a

suitable Hilbert space (e.g. H = L2 or H−1), it is pos-

sible to obtain a directional adaptive structure-texture

image decomposition. The H−1 norm performs well for

the high frequency textures, but performs poorly for

those of medium frequency. To overcome this drawback,

a TV-Gabor model is presented in [?] as well.

3 Gaussian structure-texture decomposition

The state-of-the-art TV-based structure-texture decom-

position and edge preserving approaches show two main

drawbacks. Firstly, as illustrated in Fig. 3, they would

strongly blur the edges (Fig.3 (a)-(c)) or they would

be incapable to fully separate textures (details) from

edges (Fig.3 (d)). Secondly, TV-based approaches re-

quire solving complex numerical models which increases
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64 100 150 200 256 300 350 400 450 512

TV-L2 0.23 0.31 0.52 0.97 1.62 2.11 2.77 3.44 4.27 5.59

TV-H-1 0.30 0.46 0.84 1.68 3.22 3.85 5.38 6.55 8.79 12.88

TV-Gabor 0.71 0.87 1.18 1.99 3.76 4.36 5.81 6.99 9.40 13.42

GSTD 0.17 0.18 0.20 0.21 0.24 0.26 0.27 0.32 0.39 0.41

0
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16

Unit: sec 

Fig. 4 The comparison of computational time of TV-based
approaches with 50 times iteration and the fast Gaussian
structure-texture decomposition (GSTD). As the size in-
creases, GSTD is more efficient than the TV-based ap-
proaches.

their computational costs. Fig. 4 shows the compu-

tational costs of TV-based approaches corresponding

to the input image size. The curves of TV-based ap-

proaches (TV-L2 (blue), TV-H−1 (red) and TV-Gabor

(green)) increase rapidly as the size of the input image

increases. The time-consuming solution limits the ap-

plicable scope of TV-based approaches; therefore, seek-

ing a fast structure-texture decomposition approach is

highly requested.

On the basis of total variation theory [?,?], a fast

cartoon+texture nonlinear filter is proposed by Buades

et al. [?], which defines the concept of the local total

variation (LTV) and the relative reduction rate of LTV.

On the basis of the relative reduction rate, a weighted

mapping is created to reflect the distribution of struc-

tures and textures for the separation of scales. Firstly,

a compact implementation of Gaussian convolution is

applied to the gradient of the input image

D(I) := Gσ ⊗ |∇I| , (1)

where ∇ is the gradient operator, ⊗ represents the spa-

tial convolution and G is a Gaussian filtering function

Gσ(x) = exp(−x2/2σ2). The local total variation, as

described in [?], can be defined as

LTV (I) := D(I)−D(Gσ ⊗ I). (2)

According to the LTV, the relative reduction rate

can be written as [?]

κ(x) =

[
1− D(Gσ ⊗ I)

D(I)

]
. (3)

When κ is close to 0, the reduction rate is small,

and this means that the pixel belongs to the structure

component; when κ is close to 1, it means that the pixel

belongs to the texture component. According to Eq. 3,

a weighted mapping can be created to decompose the

input image I into structure and texture components.

Establish a soft threshold weighted function as follows

ω(x) =


0 x ≤ α

(x+ α)/(β − α) α ≤ x ≤ β
1 x ≥ β

, (4)

where α, β ∈ [0, 1] are thresholds (α = 0.25, β = 0.5 are

used in the experiments). Then, a structure image u is

obtained by

u = ω(κ)(Gσ ⊗ I) + (1− ω(κ))I. (5)

The TV-based results shown in Fig. 3 are obtained

from Peyré’s numerical tour [?], and compared with the

bilateral decomposition [?] and the proposed Gaussian

structure-texture decomposition (GSTD). GSTD uses

the local total variation to separate the structure and

the texture components, and these results are shown in

Fig. 3(e)-(f).

In fact, the TV-based approaches establish a sort

of TV terms to be aware of the gradient variance in

the optimization energy equation, and distinguish the

edges and textures through the regularization factors.

GSTD is derived from the TV-based approach. How-

ever, through the use of a Gaussian filter and its effi-

cient implementation, it is possible to achieve similar

quality performances to the TV-based approach with

improving its computational performances. GSTD ex-

ploits the local total variation to convert the optimiza-

tion to the weighting operation, which evaluates the

relative reduction rate by the spatial convolutions. This

conversion can avoid the solution of optimization equa-

tion in the whole image domain. In our experiments, we

design various sizes of samples to measure the average

computational time of the comparative approaches. In

Fig. 4, with image sizes increasing, the computational

costs raised sharply. By contrast, GSTD has a low cost

owing to the efficient convolutions.

 

Fig. 5 Normalized SNR Comparisons. With the σ (Eq. 1)
and t increasing, GSTD has the similar performance to the
TV-based approaches.
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We used the Signal Noise to ratio (SNR) to com-

pare the quality of these two types of approaches. In

Fig. 5, with the number of iterations increasing, the

SNR index of TV-based approaches reduced gradually.

Compared with the TV-based approaches, with the σ

increasing, GSTD performed similarly to the TV-based

approaches. However, GSTD still showed an incomplete

separation between textures and edges. In next section,

we will provide a solution to overcome this drawback.

The pseudo code is given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Gaussian Structure-Texture Decomposition

Input: f : scalar image, σ: Gaussian sigma, r: Kernel radius
α, β: threshold constants

Output: u: structure image, v: texture image
1: d∗ = grad(f) evaluate the gradient |∇f(x)|
2: g∗ = Gσ ⊗ d∗ compute the GDσ(f(x))

3: d̂ = grad(Gσ ⊗ f) evaluate the gradient |Gσ ⊗∇f(x)|
4: ĝ = Gσ ⊗ d̂ compute the GDσ(Gσ ⊗ f(x))
5: κ = 1− ĝ/g∗ compute the relative reduction rate
6: if α ≤ κ ≤ β compute the weighted mapping
7: then $(κ) = (κ− α)/(β − α)
8: else $(κ) = 0 (κ ≤ α) or $(κ) = 1 (κ ≥ β)
9: u = $(κ) (Gσ ⊗ f) + (1−$(κ))f
10: v = f − u
11: return

4 Residual Texture Suppression Scheme

Compared with the TV-based approaches and bilateral

filtering, the GSTD approach provides a good solution

to separate textures from the structure components of

the input image as shown in Fig. 3(e) and 3(f). However,

when a highly textured image is input, residual textures

(artifacts) are still visible in the structure components,

see Fig. 6(a).

4.1 Asymmetric Sampling Operator

As Illustrated in Fig. 6(b), as 1D signal, these artifacts

are the slight oscillations near the edges. To suppress

these artifacts we apply a sampling-based scheme us-

ing a linear smoothing operator (LMO) whose ability

is proven in removing the image noises efficiently [?].

Consider a spatial LMO lτ (x), and its frequency re-

sponse L̂τ (x) is defined as [?]:

L̂τ (µ, ν) := 1/(1 + [d(µ, ν)/τ ]
2n

), (6)

where d(µ, ν)=
√

(µ−M/2)2 + (ν −N/2)2 is the dis-

tance between the point (µ, ν) and the center in the

frequency domain. Both the cut-off frequency τ and the

order of the filtering n control the amount and sensibil-

ity of filtering response. A Gaussian-based operator is

a good choice of LMO operators due to the fact that it

never introduces new artifacts (e.g. ringing effect) in the

course of smoothing, that is, L̂τ (µ, ν)=e−d
2(µ,ν)/2τ2

.

For a further improvement in the output, iterative

processing can be applied. We adopt pairs of image up-

and down-sampling operations. Because the up- and

down-sampling operations can be implemented using

different approaches, we propose a particular asymmet-

ric sampling form. The down-sampling operator is used

to remove the details. A sample rate d is applied for

down sampling images L = I↓d and d−1 is applied for

up-sampling. Some efficient image sampling approaches

(e.g. bicubic [28]) can be applied in this asymmetric op-

eration. Our iterative asymmetric sampling is defined as

follows

Lt =
(
lτ ⊗ It

)
↓d, It+1 = Lt↑d

−1

, (7)

where t denotes the iterative times and I denotes the

structure image. The result is shown in Fig. 6(d). As

illustrated, for the signals in block b1, b2 and b3, our

scheme suppresses the artifacts caused by the residual

texture.

4.2 Joint Bilateral Correction

The ASO can suppress the residual textures efficiently.

However, as illustrated in the signals of block b2 and b3

of Fig. 6(d), it blurs the edges. To avoid this problem,

we propose a correction scheme making use of the joint

bilateral filter (JBF) [?,?]. JBF is an extension of the

bilateral filter that has a flexible framework to input

a reference for the filtering. In our correction scheme,

we take the JBF framework as a bridge to achieve the

purpose of both properties of texture-smoothing and

edge-preserving. In our implementation, we modify the

standard formula as follows

$J =
∑
q∈S

GS (‖p− q‖)GR (|E(p)− E(q)|), (8)

UJ(p) =
$JU(q)

$J
, (9)

where the spatial function GS(·) and the range function

GR(·) are defined by Gaussian function in the spatial

domain S and range domain R, respectively. p is the

central pixel of S and q = p + k, k = [kx, ky] with

−r ≤ kx ≤ r, −r ≤ ky ≤ r and r denotes the radius of

spatial kernel. The spatial parameter σS and the range

parameter σR specify the strength of filtering for the

input image [?]. The reference image E is derived from

the sampled structure image U as the output of our

iterative asymmetric sampling operator.

The joint bilateral correction (JBC) suppresses the

residual textures while preventing the edge distortion.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6 (a) The result of GSTD appears residual textures along the salient edges (σ = 2.5). (b) Compared with input image,
GSTD decomposed structure image is marked by the green line of (a) in 1D signal. Some oscillations appear at the sharp
edges apparently. In fact, these oscillations produce the residual textures. (c) Output by the residual texture suppression. (d)
Comparison of specified 1D signal of input image, GSTD structure image, ASO image and our final output (σR = 0.01, t = 3).

He et al. [?] proposed an approach that takes the ref-

erence image into consideration similar with JBF, called

guided image filter (GuiF). In our experiments, we found

that GuiF would lead to tone distortion, but JBF showed

a better performance instead. This is illustrated in Fig. 6(c)

and in the blocks b2 and b3 of Fig. 6(d). Note that the

corrected results (red curve) have sharper edges. The

pseudo code of this scheme is given in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Residual Texture Suppression Scheme

Input: σS : spatial sigma, σR: range sigma, r: kernel radius
u: structure image, α: sampling factor, t: iterations

Output: u′: scalar image
1: s0 = u initial the sampling image
2: lτ ←evaluate the spatial weight for linear smoothing
3: for i = 1 to t do
4: li = (lτ ⊗ si) ↓ downsample the input scalar image
5: hi = li ↑ upsample the low image
6: si+1 = hi update the image
7: end for
8: g ← evaluate the spatial weight GS(σS , r)
9: f ← evaluate the range weight GR(s, σR, r)
10: u′ = (g · f)⊗ u perform joint bilateral correction
11: return

5 Experiments and Performance

We implemented our approach and its applications un-

der MATLAB version 2010a and tested it with sev-

eral images on a notebook with Intel I5-2450M 2.5GHz

CPU, NVIDIA 610M, 4GB DDR3 Ram. We also showed

our approach to be used in several edge-preserving ap-

plications, verified the results versus several state-of-

the-art approaches, and measured the computational

performances.
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38
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Fig. 7 Parameters relationship. We use SSIM (a) and PSNR
(b) Measurement to reflect the influence of the setting of pa-
rameters.

5.1 Setting of Parameters

Our approach requires several parameters to be defined

in each stage. This may lead to weaken its usability.

We will adopt some solutions to reduce the amount of

parameters and consequently increasing the usability of

our approach. In particular, in the step of GSTD and

JBC, we use two similar parameters, i.e. the radius and

spatial sigma of the filter mask. We have verified the

effect of linking the spatial sigma parameter to the ra-

dius parameter. The radius of the filter mask can be

adjusted in terms of the size of the input image. In our

implementations, we fixed the radius of mask to 1/16

of min(width, height), and σS to 1/10 of the radius. In

the ASO, the effect of texture suppression is controlled

using the iteration times t, and the sampling rate is

fixed to 1/2 using bilinear and bicubic interpolation al-

gorithm. In the JBC step, the range σR of the JBF is

used to control the edge sharpness.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 8 Comparison of the results of with different parameters in our approach. (a) σR = 0.01, t = 3, (b) σR = 0.01, t = 5,
(c) σR = 0.005, t = 3, (d) σR = 0.003, t = 5. The first row is made up of input image and decomposed structure image. The
second row contains each result of our approach with different parameters. The third row presents the comparison of magnified
extract areas of input image (left), decomposed image (middle) and final output image (right) in each group.

The suggested adjustment to some fix values of the

parameters, used in our approach, drastically reduces

the number of parameters that need to be adjusted (t

and σR). To demonstrate the relationship of the pa-

rameters, we use the SSIM [?] and PSNR index [?]

to evaluate the quality of the filtered output. We take

two groups of samples. In SSIM test, σR∈[0.005, 0.5],

t∈[1, 10], and the input size is 512x512; in PSNR test,

σR∈[0.001, 0.1], t∈[1, 10], and the input size is 256x256.

Fig. 7 plots the metric variance to illustrate the rela-

tionship of parameters setting. Fig. 8 shows the effects

of using above described fix values, varying only two

parameters t and σR.

5.2 Texture Suppression

Our approach extracts the structure image for the gray

and color standard images with different parameters in

Fig. 8. These inputs have highly texture characteris-

tics and complex structures. Since it is hard to set an

appropriate parameter to separate the structures and

the textures exactly, the residual textures easily appear

near the strong edges, as illustrated in Fig. 8. Taking

advantage of ASO and JBC operation, the residual tex-

tures are suppressed effectively. The magnified part of

each group is illustrated in the third row, including the

input images (left), the decomposed structure compo-

nents (middle) and our final results (right).

Fig. 9 shows the results obtained by some popu-

lar edge-preserving smoothing approaches, including bi-

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 10 Comparison in the case of strong contrast. (a) Pin-
wheel iamge. (b) Photoshop median filering (m=15) [?]. (c)
Kass’ median filtering [?] (σK=0.021, σW=7.1), (d) Gaussian
filtering (r=15, σ=12) [?]. (e) Subr’s local extrama (K=9) [?].
Ours (σR=0.05, t=3). Some strange artifacts appeared in (b),
(d) and (e). The demarcation between the edge-preserving
and texture-smoothing location in our result is clearer than
that in Kass’s [?]. The detailed parameter settings are corre-
sponding to the reference literatures.

lateral filter (BLF) [?], guided filter (GuiF) [?], itera-

tive weighted least square (IWLS) [?], and local ex-

trema (LE) [?]. For each approach, we selected two

types of smoothing in the subfigure: medium-scale (top)

and coarse-scale (bottom). And we cut out two regions

in the given locations and plotted them as 3D mesh
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 9 Comparing the results of five state-of-the-art edge-preserving smoothing approaches and our approach. Each subfigure
includes two types of smoothing: medium-scale (top) and coarse-scale (bottom). (a) Original image and its mesh representation
in given locations. (b) Paris’s bilateral filter [?], (σS=8, σR=0.2) and (σS=8, σR=0.4). (c) He’s guided filter [?], (r=8, ε=0.02)
and (r=8, ε=0.1). Increasing the strength of smoothing produced haze-like blurring. (d) Farbman’s iterative weighted least
square [?] and (e) Subr’s local extrema [?] produced the block-like outputs (collected from Subr’s work). (f) Ours, (σR=0.005,
t=2) and (σR=0.05, t=2). We obtained a sound edge-preserving and texture-smoothing simultaneously.

surfaces. The color reflects the intensity of the pixels.

We analyzed the performance of the comparative ap-

proaches in the cases of sharp edges and strong textures.

Note that, BLF and GuiF produced haze-like blurring

with the strength of smoothing increasing, and both

of them were hard to balance the texture-smoothing

and edge-preserving (see Fig. 9(b)-(c)). Compared with

BLF and GuiF, IWLS and LE produced the over-sharp
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edges caused block-like artifacts (see Fig. 9(d)-(e)). By

contrast, ours performed a sound edge-preserving and

texture-smoothing simultaneously (see Fig. 9(f)).

In Fig. 10, we presented a comparison in the case of

strong contrast. The pinwheel image and some results

are collected from Kass’s work [?]. From the results,

we found that the previous approaches produced kinds

of visual artifacts and caused unsatisfactory texture-

smoothing or edge-preserving. By contrast, our result

presented a distinct separation between the texture-

smoothing and the edge-preserving.

5.3 Edge Detection

Edge detection is a basic operation in image processing

and computer vision. Although lots of edge detection

approaches are proposed [?], it is still a hard work to

detect the edges exactly if an image contains textures.

The main reason is that edges and textures have similar

characteristics of high-frequent response (Fig. 11(a)).

Current edge-preserving decomposition approaches are

good at highlighting the edges [?], but retaining some

strong textures as well. These residual textures would

be detected as incomplete edges which makes some trou-

bles in the applications. Fig. 11(b) shows the result of

edge detection with bilateral filter (BF) [?]. We note

that the incomplete textures are mistreated as edges.

The same situation also appears in the result of L0 gra-

dient minimization (L0GM) approach [?], see Fig. 11(c).

However, since our approach avoids the interference of

the textures in our filtered output, we can obtain a bet-

ter detection, see Fig. 11(d).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 11 Edge Detection. All the results are obtained by
the Canny Operator [?] with threshold 0.15. (a) Most of
the textures are mistreated as the edges. (b) Result of BF
(σS = 10, σR = 0.2). (c) Result of L0GM (λ = 0.05). Note
that, some residual textures are retained in (b) and (c). (d)
Our result (σR = 0.09, t = 3). Some clear edges are obtained
without the interference of textures.

5.4 Texture Transfer

For most ancient oil paintings, some cracks will appear

and reflect the historical trace. However, these cracks

may be easily lost in the electronic copies because of the

compression and low resolution. They are represented

as some netty textures and are usually dense. With a

suitable separation of the structures and the textures,

most of the netty textures can be extracted and then

applied to other oil paintings to increase their historical

senses. This incomplete decomposition usually mistakes

some residual structure to the composite result, produc-

ing the ghost artifacts. In Fig. 12, we apply the cracks

from a local region of DaVinci’s Mona Lisa (Fig. 12(a))

to Manet’s Young Flautist (Fig. 12(b)). These sepa-

rated cracks are shown in Fig. 12(c). Note that, ghost

artifacts appear in the upper one, which is achieved by

bilateral based decomposition approach [?] (Fig. 12(c)-

(d)). By contrast, our approach obtains the complete

cracks (Fig. 12(c) bottom) and a sound composition in

Fig. 12(e).

5.5 Non-photorealistic Rendering

Non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) is a typical appli-

cation of edge-preserving decomposition approach. Our

decomposed result can be applied in this application

as well. The surfer image (Fig. 13(a)) is used as a test

image from RetargetMe dataset [?]. The real-time bilat-

eral based approaches are presented to produce cartoon

images and videos [?,?]. And a WLS-based multiscale

approach is presented in [?]. Their approaches perform

well at the edges and flat regions; however, because of

the interference of textures, some granular effects ap-

pear in the texture regions. As illustrated in Fig. 13(b)-

(c), some dark granular objects appear in the regions of

the spindrift and the wave. With our approach, these

regions are smoothed and no granular effect appears

(see Fig. 13(d)).

5.6 High Dynamic Range Imaging

The separation of high and low frequency is a typi-

cal approach used in the tone mapping problem. Du-

rand and Dorsey [?] first applied the bilateral filter

to tone mapping, demonstrating the edge-preserving

decomposition in applying to a High Dynamic Range

(HDR) image. Due to the Gaussian properties of the

BF, the results of bilateral based approaches appear

halo artifacts, as illustrated in Fig. 14(b). Farbman

et al. [?] exploited the gradient constraint property of
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 12 Texture Transfer. We transfer the cracks from a part of Mona Lisa (a) to Manet’s Young Flautist image (b). A portion
of cracks are extracted in the YUV color space and shown in (c). The result of bilateral based decomposition approach [?] is
shown in (d), in which the parameters σS = 8 and σR = 2. As pointed by the red arrow, a few ghost artifacts appear in the
composite result (d). By contrast, with σR = 0.01 and t = 3, our result avoids these artifacts in (e).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 13 Non-photorealistic rendering image abstract. (a) In-
put image, (b) result of bilateral based approach [?], (c) result
of multiscale WLS-based approach [?], (d) our result. The in-
put image is from RetargetMe dataset. Both bilateral based
and WLS-based approaches produce granular effect on the
spindrift and the wave. On the contrary, our approach pro-
duces no such granular effect.

WLS optimization framework to alleviate these halo ar-

tifacts. Furthermore, He et al. [?] proposed a guided

filter (GuiF) that not only keeps the properties of the

bilateral filtering, but also has the similar gradient con-

straint property of WLS. Fig. 14(c)-(d) demonstrate the

results of WLS-based and GuiF-based tone mapping.

Note that, the reduction of intensity in the WLS-based

mapping is visible, although the gamma correction can

alleviate this phenomenon. The result of GuiF seems

more colorful than that of WLS based approach, but a

slight halo and tone shifts are visible. Recently, Paris et

al. [?] applied the local Laplacian filter (LLF) to balance

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 14 High dynamic range tone mapping. (a) Input over-
exposure image. (b) The result of bilateral based approach
[?] has the halo artifacts. (c) The result of WLS approach [?]
has the intensity reduction. (d) The result of Guided Filter
[?] has slight halo artifacts near the textures. (e) The result of
LLF approach [?]. (f) The result of our approach has no halo
artifact near the textures and demonstrates a sound detail
appearance.

the tone and detail, obtaining good results. Fig. 14(e)

shows the result of LLF without detail enhancement.

With our approach, the halos are overcome completely,

see Fig. 14(f).
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5.7 Time Analysis

In each step of our approach, the setting of the pa-

rameters would influence the runtime. We choose some

frequently-used parameter assignments to measure the

computational time of each step and the total runtime.

The tested samples are made up of five gray images with

different sizes. The runtime records are shown in Tab.

1. Note that, with the input size increasing, the major

time cost is in the GSTD. Compared with the TV-based

approaches (see Fig. 4), our approach has a better time

response than other approaches. At the step of ASO,

we demonstrate the computational time in 3, 5, and 10

iterations. For JBC, the smaller σR, the sharper edges

and the more computational time requirement. In our

implementation, we apply the popular bilateral grid [?]

algorithm. Actually, some O(1) implementations [?,?]

can be used instead.

Table 1 Computational time of each step in our approach
with different sizes of 8-bit gray images. All the records are
evaluated in MATLAB 2010a (Unit: sec.).

Param. (512)2 (1024)2 (1600)2 (2048)2

GSTD – 0.455 1.681 4.331 11.05

ASO

t=3

t=5

t=10

0.093

0.148

0.246

0.286

0.439

0.778

0.710

1.203

2.325

1.302

2.352

4.866

JBC

σR=1e-1

σR=1e-2

σR=1e-3

0.242

0.307

0.880

0.701

0.793

1.424

1.559

1.607

2.381

2.536

2.712

3.411

Total
t=3

σR=1e-2
0.886 2.863 6.770 15.19

Total
t=5

σR=5e-2
0.862 2.912 7.337 16.05

6 Discussion and Conclusion

In summary, we propose a novel image decomposition

approach that has both properties of texture-smoothing

and edge-preserving. In our approach, most of textures

are separated by Gaussian structure-texture decompo-

sition (GSTD). Then the residual textures along the

edges are suppressed by asymmetric sampling operator

(ASO), and some degenerative edges are restored by the

joint bilateral correction (JBC). In our experiments, we

test the efficiency and verify the effects of our approach.

Compared with some state-of-the-art approaches visu-

ally and numerically, e.g. bilateral filter [?], WLS filter

[?], local extrema filter [?], guided filter [?], our ap-

proach demonstrates its effectiveness. In addition, we

extend our approach to several applications, including

texture transfer, edge detection, and non-photorealistic

rendering, and achieve better results than the previous

approaches.

6.1 Relationship

Our approach merges the advantages of local total vari-

ation (LTV) [?] and edge-preserving decomposition (EPD).

In one hand, it improves the low efficiency of numeri-

cal computation in the total variation approaches; in

the other hand, it overcomes the problems which mis-

treats some textures as edges in EPD. Essentially, our

approach uses LTV model to describe most of textures,

and separates a structure image by the structure-texture

decomposition. Because some residual texture appears

along the edges, a residual texture suppression scheme

is necessary. ASO can be regarded as a type of low-

pass filter, but it keeps the structure of image contents

while removing the residual texture. JBC provides a

reference image to adjust the filtered result. In our im-

plementation, we take the structure image of GSTD

as the input image, and the texture-suppressed image

as the reference image. This operation takes advantage

of the edge-preserving property similarly to the bilat-

eral filter [?], and is used to correct the degenerative

edges. Therefore, the final output owns both properties

of texture-smoothing and edge-preserving.

Subr et al. constructed the envelop of the local ex-

trema to suppress the texture [?], and obtained the

edge-preserving in the WLS optimization framework.

Our approach improve their complicate envelop con-

struction and numerical solution. We use the LTV to

explicitly separate the structure and texture, and take

the efficient joint bilateral filter [?] as a bridge to the

second scale processing. Our approach is applied in spa-

tial domain directly, so it avoids the time-consuming

equation construction and solution.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 15 Limitation. (a) Input. (b) Unsatisfactory result. (c)
The magnified portion. The over-sharp edge accompanied
with the uneven smoothing.

6.2 Advantages and Limitations

Our approach has both advantages of low-pass filter-

ing and edge-preserving decomposition, and has a rea-

sonable computational cost. As illustrated in Sec. V,

the decomposed output can be applied to many ap-

plications. However, a few defects still need to be im-

proved. A slight edge blurring still exists. As illustrated
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in Fig. 8, the sharper edge performance would be better

than now. In addition, in the initial structure-texture

decomposition, due to the incomplete separation be-

tween edges and textures, the over-sharp edge and the

uneven smoothing appears simultaneously causing a vi-

sual unsatisfactory output. This limitation is shown

in Fig. 15. Furthermore, in a few applications, some

decomposition- or application-related parameters are

set empirically.

6.3 Future Work

How to obtain a suitable image decomposition and how

to use the decomposed output are critical to lots of vi-

sual applications. In the following, we will emphasize

on raising the accuracy of structure-texture decompo-

sition and improving the edge preservation, and seek-

ing a better way to merge the texture-smoothing and

edge-preserving together. In addition, exploring more

potential applications is our future work.
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